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Since we came together in November 2018, we have focused our efforts on activities where
we have interest, expertise and enthusiasm. We called ourselves Ambleside Action For A Future
(AAFAF) and in our first year improved our knowledge about climate change through these
activities.

• A screening of the film Before the Flood;

• A presentation by Ashley Cooper, Ambleside photographer and AAFAFmember, based on his
book Images from aWarming Planet;

• A session with Jem Bendell, professor of sustainability leadership at the University of Cumbria,
about adaptation and resilience;

• Presentations by Simon Stainer of Natural England and Peter Leeson of theWoodland Trust;

• In partnership with Cumbria Action for Sustainability (CAfS), a presentation by PamWarhurst,
co-founder of Incredible Edible;

• A talk byMike Berners-Lee, professor and fellow of the Institute for Social Futures at Lancaster
University, based on his book There Is No Planet B.

An advocacy group was formed following these events since they demonstrated the need for
lobbying at both local and national levels.

People interested in greening Ambleside bygrowing have;
 set up Incredible Edible inspired herb and vegetable raised beds at the University and GP

surgery

 collaborated with CAfS to be one of 57 organisations across England to receive a grant from
the Co-op Foundation and Department of Culture, Media and Sport. This fund is designed to
help communities tackle loneliness by improving and protecting local spaces that bring
people together. We have until 31 March 2019 to spend the allocation of £7,300, to which
CAfS has contributed a further £1,000.

 held two community conversations (as part of the initiative above) to discuss and agree how
to identify growing spaces, connect residents, and get edible and pollinating plants growing.
All members of the Ambleside community were invited. Around 50 people attended the two
conversations which have led to the content for three workshops; growing skills, window
boxes and planting a community orchard.

The people who were keen to focus on activities that would lead to being a carbon zero town
work under the banner of A to Z, Ambleside to Zero Carbon. This group has;

 tested carbon footprint calculators since we need to know our current carbon footprint and
measure the impact of local actions to reduce emissions,

 done a preliminary assessment of electricity and gas consumption in Ambleside for the latest
available year,
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 begun exploring options for photovoltaics and hydro power,

 worked with an intern from Lancaster University to map the potential roof space in
Ambleside that might be suitable for hosting photovoltaic (PV) panels, and

Two groupmembers are trained to promote and implement CAfS’s Cosy Homes scheme that
improves home insulation.

The arrangement of the groups that have delivered these activities is summarised in figure 1.

Figure 1: current arrangements

In early 2019 South Lakeland District Council (SLDC) funded CAfS to work with us to prepare a
plan for how Ambleside will be a zero carbon community.

To find out more about what local people were already doing, and what more they wanted to
do to mitigate climate change and protect our planet, we organised Brainstorming Events in July
2019: in the town centre, the Parish Centre and at the annual Ambleside Sports event.

We advertised this mainly by leafleting all Ambleside households and businesses. The ideas from
these events have led to writing this paper so we can decide how we focus our efforts in the
coming year.

Since the July engagement and ideas event, many suggestions have beenmade within AAFAF
and from other local people about how we could reduce our carbon footprint andmitigate the
impacts of climate breakdown. Caroline and Jane have looked at all these suggestions and tried
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to align them either to our current working groups, or to potential new groups. We have done this
because;

 there are lots of ideas that have not yet been discussed and could contribute to the group’s
aims, and

 we need to extend the number of people involved with these activities, so we need to be clear
what we are asking people to do.

Our current activities and the ideas from the July ideas could be grouped in the following way.
Currently there are not enough of us for nine active groups. The ideas suggested may not be in
our gift to deliver, but wemight want to lobby for them and share themwith an organisation who
can make something happen. However, many of the ideas could be made to happen by us, if
there are people willing to get involved. The following list of groups suggests how we could align
our current and potential future activities.

 Advocacy; lobbying through all forms of media on national and local topics

 Community; activities that connect and engage people

 Construction; promotes and enables sustainable building practices

 Consumer; facilitates ethical selling and buying of products

 Energy; explores and delivers low carbon energy schemes

 Growing group; supports extensive growing of trees, edible plants and pollinators

 Knowledge sharing; raises the profile of what can and could be done to reduce our carbon
footprint

 Recycling; extends and enhances opportunities to reduce, reuse and recycle our stuff

 Transport; generates sustainable modes of transport

This revised set of groups is shown in figure 2. The ideas associated with them are shown in table
1. We have indicated in the table whether we think someone is already working on this (in
progress) or not (not started). There were some ideas that we weren’t sure we understood
sufficiently well to allocate to a group, they are in the question mark section in the table.

All these groups do have overlapping activities, and all will probably need the support of the
advocacy and knowledge-sharing groups for some of their core work. Groups would come
together at the monthly AAFAFmeetings to share what they are doing, get fresh perspectives on
the activities and get help from other AAFAFmembers.

Each group could review the suggestion list attached to them and add them to their existing
activities if they agree and have capacity to work on them.

All of this should be discussed and debated at the AAFAF groupmeeting in February; these are
three people’s proposals to get us started!
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Figure 2: proposed arrangements
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Table 1: ideas and suggestions associated with the proposed groups

Group Idea
In progress
or not
started

Advocacy
Hold fossil fuel companies to account for the ecological
breakdown they cause.

IP

Lobbying for grants to be reintroduced for solar panels and
encourage planners to incorporate into new builds and
renovations.

IP

VAT on fuel for air travel NS
Clean planning rules that are climate friendly NS
Introduce caring for the environment as part of the curriculum NS
Lobbying for hydrogen fuel infrastructure NS

Community
Old / disabled people can’t cut lawns so perhaps community help
could save lawns from being tarmaced

NS

A library of things (in Frome and other places there are
community-run schemes) where people in the area loan to the
library things they rarely use (eg electric drills, bubble machine etc)
and they are lent out short-term to residents (sharefrome.org)

NS

Create reasonably priced rented community offices, meeting
spaces and workshops where small local businesses can share
ideas / costs / facilities and reduce need to travel outside the area.

NS

Establish truly local partnerships to support and promote
environmental initiatives and address community need.

NS

Encourage residents of Lakes Parish to speak freely, without fear
of critism, to express views on what might be done, locally, to
improve their environment.

NS

Fairshares lunch - promote and expand NS
Schedule regular "zero carbon" days NS
Library of things available for loan / use in the community NS
Make events like Ambleside Sports plastic free NS

Construction
Concreting and tarmacing drive ways should be made illegal.
Driveways need gravel or a soakaway

NS

Restrict amount of gardens being dug up (ie front gardens are
being paved over). Promotion of any "necessary" building on
brownfield land to protect green land / open spaces.

NS

Survey EPC values of houses and offices NS
More affordable local housing opportunities needed to save
workers having to travel into the village to work.

NS

Improve insulation and draft proofing using herdwick wool NS
Consumer Joint Orders for eco goods@ suma / toilet paper NS

Share everything NS
All shops - plastic free commitment (no plastic bags, straws etc) NS
Buy local wool, choose wool NS
Plastic free food! NS
Plastic free shop - refill your lentils etc NS
A loan version of Freecycle NS
Wooden washing pegs NS
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Group Idea
In progress
or not
started

Consumer
continued

Buy local! Businesses supply local NS

Ambleside branded cups etc - give children a bottle for reuse at
club and offer water and juice to fill at eachmeeting.

NS

Tax or ban mobile phones and bottled water NS
Have an "Ambleside Going Green" type approval for cafes and
hotels that sign-up to do various things (eg replace plastic food
sachets, plastic straws, little jam cartons, plastic cutlery.

NS

Encourage supermarkets to have paper bags for fruit and
vegetables rather than plastic containers

NS

Sharing and re-cycling "stuff" - a monthly freecycling event NS
Regular repair café to encourage re-use of broken items NS
Co-ordinate shopping delivery with neighbours NS
Ask local takeaways not to use plastic containers NS
Buy local foods in season, reduce unnecessary imports NS

Energy Make it easier to have hydro-electric and solar panels IP
More solar panels on rooftops IP
Find source of impartial advice on renewables etc. IP
Share scheme / crowd-funding for more solar panels IP
Local Nuclear power within businesses etc NS
Small hydro schemes NS

Growing Tree Planting IP
Wildflower meadows and tree planting schemes IP
Plant fruit tree, feed the animals, feed insects and the humans IP
Plant trees, grown your own veg, …. IP
Plant trees please IP
Plant fruit trees in open spaces to (a) soak up damaging carbon (b)
reduce need to import fruit from overseas and (c) provide healthy
free fruit to people.

IP

Planting more trees IP
Growmore things - get young people and children involved in
these projects

IP

Community garden and farmers market NS
Community composting scheme….. NS

Knowledge
sharing

Village Walkers Crisps Recycling IP

Lots of businesses and local people are doing a lot - let’s map it NS
Campaign to show "Before the Flood" film (Leonardo de Caprio) to
be shown to locals / county councils, and secondary schools to
influence decisions / votes on mining fossil fuels.

NS

Encourage children to eat less meat and dairy products. Currently
no option for a hot vegetarian meal at Ambleside school. Would
be nice for this option to be available for everyone (vegetarian or
not).

NS

Environmental business network with info on how to get
sustainable/reduce waste

NS
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Group Idea
In progress
or not
started

Knowledge
sharing
continued

Forum for local businesses to pass on best practice NS

Celebrate the small steps wemake and share good practice
through newsletters, local news papers etc.

NS

Explore how the tourist industry can champion
changes…voluntary donation per booking to raise money to
support climate initiatives in the area (similar to donations for Fix
the Fells).

NS

Raise awareness through existing places eg local primary school to
educate children and build in action within the school and use the
Parish community centre.

NS

Provide free training to local people who wish to expand their
understanding of environmental issues and become Zero Carbon
'heroes'

NS

Pledge (schools -> parents) eco-warrior NS
Workshops sharing things that work NS
Identify and promote sustainable businesses NS
Get connected to Ambleside Business WhatsApp Group NS
Using food waste apps "too good to go" and "Olio" NS
Connect to other groups such as "Plastic Free Cumbria" FB page NS

Recycling SLDC kerbside waste food collection to compost NS
SLDC to provide TETRAPAK recycling NS
TETRAPAK recyling NS
Town centre recycling bins more visible NS
More extensive recycling - TETRAPAK NS
Plastic bottle and can re-cycling in centre of village by other bins
for everyone including tourists.

NS

….. kerbside food collections NS
Recycling schemes to incorporate re-use NS
Increased communication around recycling NS
Handing back plastic NS

Transport Traffic management - park and ride NS
Lakes congestion - charge for all cars except electric, disability NS
Be radical - water powered vehicles NS
Cars are biggest issue : I suggest £1 per night tourist tax which
should be used to subsidise low cost (or even free bikes).

NS

Remove all public parking in Great Langdale, Coniston and
Grasmere.

NS

Tourist Tax to fund free visitors bus travel NS
Constant cars through the villages AND all residents and staff
bring cars and rely on them. Solution : by-pass

NS

Bus subsidy for locals NS
Charge a toll to enter the Lake District National Park (a world
heritage site) as in America for Yellowstone National Park. This
could fund park and ride.

NS
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Group Idea
In progress
or not
started

Transport
continued

Electric buses (called mini shoppers in Arras, France) to help
people, free to locals.

NS

Electric buses (maybe taking people around the village, calling at
car parks)

NS

... use public transport, walk more, who knows? The tide will turn NS
Underpass for Ambleside traffic NS
Electric car charging points in village NS
Enforce turning off car engines - notices at parking spaces,
citizen’s enforcement

NS

More affordable electric charging points in the area NS
Pedestrianise areas in villages such as Grasmere and Ambleside NS
Discount vouchers from Stagecoach buses given to visitors
(negotiated by tourism buisnesses)

NS

Small bus day passes NS
Higher license fees for motor boats on the lake NS
Free parking for electric cars NS
Car-free days NS
Local car-share scheme NS
Increase sustainable transport – to help reduce traffic in Central
Lakes

NS

Electric buses + park and ride NS
????? Human poo fertiliser - hemp barrier to clean water NS

Hemp to replace plastic for many purposes - hemp growing needs
deregulation

NS

Local work NS
Plastic like substance can be made out of milk and vinegar NS
Start regular biodiversity monitoring NS
Secure large reserves for conservation NS
Chop down fewermature trees NS
Stop drinking fizzy water NS
Charge (5p?) for tap water in restaurants – it’s a precious resource NS

Discussion points

1. Which of the existing groups can we continue to support?

2. Which of the new groups are people interested in developing?

3. Which of the activities can be achieved quickly?

4. Which of the activities are priorities?

5. Do we need to find a person or people to specifically help us with publicity and on-going
engagement with the local community?
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